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0. INTRODUCTION 
During the last 10 years, the problem of chemical systems being far from 
thermodynamical equilibrium has been intensively studied. There exist experi- 
mental examples of chemical reactions in which, under suitable conditions, a new 
spatially or temporally organized state appears. One observes, for instance, 
periodic (in time or space) structures. This recalls the well-known Taylor or 
BCnard problems in hydrodynamics. Prigogine and Lefever [lo, 1 l] have 
recently developed theoretical studies of such problems. In a simple model, the 
evolution of the concentrations of the reacting products is described by a system 
of partial differential equations [10-l 31. 
In this paper, we study this system, which can be written 
(au/at) - a Au + (A + 1) u - 24aw = f, 
(&/at) - b Av - Au + u% = 0, (0.1) 
w/at) - cAf+f =0 in lQ[xlO, T[, 
with suitable initial and nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. Here f, X are 
the concentrations of certain initial substances, u, v are the concentrations of the 
two indermediates, and a, b are their diffusion coefficients. We show (in arbitrary 
space dimension) the existence of a continuum of positive solutions (A, u, v) of 
the corresponding stationary problem; the proof is done by using topological 
degree and maximum principle techniques (cf. [14]). Two uniqueness results 
are given. Then, we consider an important (with respect to the chemical meaning 
of the model) particular case: space dimension 1, f constant, and suitable 
boundary conditions. We obtain, as X increases and for suitably chosen values of 
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a, 6, f, a bifurcation toward either a new steady solution or a periodic solution. 
Bifurcated branches and their nonlinear stability are studied via the results of 
Iooss [7, 81. 
The interest of the present problem is that nearly all the calculations can be 
done explicitly and the abstract assumptions on the spectrum of the operator 
associated with the linearized problem can be checked explicitly. This problem 
has recently and independently been studied by Auchmuty and Nicolis [ 1,2,6]. 
They study the stationary system in the one-dimensional case and with special 
boundary conditions: u(0) = u(l) z-f, v(O) = v(l) =-- X/f, Their approach 
of the bifurcation toward a new solution is somewhat different from ours; they 
essentially use the PoincarC-Lindstedt method as developed, for instance, in 
[15]. This method does not give our result on the analyticity of the bifurcated 
solution (near the critical value /1,) with respect to X - & or 1 h - h, IlIz. 
1. THE SYSTEM: EXISTENCE OF A CONTINUUM OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS 
Let 52 be a smooth, bounded, open set of &Y, r = &‘. For 0 < cx < 1 and 
K E lV, let us denote by C’i+ol(fi) the space of functions having bounded derivatives 
up to the order k, the Kth derivatives being Holder continuous with exponent 01. 
C”+“(D) is a Banach space under the norm 
where jj Ilk is the usual norm in C”(o). The Banach spaces Ck+a(r) are built in 
a similar fashion, using local charts. The corresponding norm will be denoted 
by II ll;+a . Throughout the paper, IV-*@), (IVm*“(r)) denotes the usual 
Sobolev spaces built on D(Q), (D’(r)). 
We now consider the problem 
--ad?4 + (Ar + I) 24 - 21% = f, 
-b Av - hru + u% = 0 in Q, (1.1) 
ulr =9JA >o, vlr=#n 20, G-2) 
where A is a nonnegative parameter, a, b > 0, Y is a given positive function, and 
f is a given positive function such that 
fir = 6.1 
1 In [IO, I I],fis given by 
-cAf+f=O in Q (c > 0), 
f Ii- = 6 2 0. 
(1.3) 
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The case n = 1 corresponds to the model of Prigogine and Lefever [lo, 1 l] 
that we mentioned in the Introduction, Let 6, vA , I+$~ be given in C2+m(r), for 
some 0 < (Y < 1, and letf be given in C2+a(a); let p be such that 
1 - (n/p) = 02 (1.4) 
We suppose that h t, yA (resp., A tt $J is continuous from lR+ to f?+e(r). Let 
Y be given in C1+a(a). Finally, we suppose 
II ~~ l/w2-~ip,B~r~ , II V$ ilW2-liD,ntrj < 4(4, (1.5) 
where q is a nonnegative continuous function such that lim,,, q(h) = +co. 
We set E = [C1+a(fi)]2 and S = closure in E x OX+ of {(u, o, A) E E x IX+, 
solution of (l.l), (1.2)). 
We then have the following 
THEOREM 1. There exists an unbounded component2 % of S such that 
Proj,@) = LO, a[, (1.6) 
u(h) > 0, w(h) >, 0 \J’(% v,4 E V? (1.7) 
u(h), o(h) E c2+qq V(u, 21, A) E $9. W-9 
Remark 1. If we suppose +A > 0, we get a(h) > 0. This will appear in the 
proof. 1 
PYOOf. 
LEMMA 1. Let (u, v, A) be a solution of (1 .l), (I .2) such that u > 0, et >, 0. 
Let g be the solution of 
Then 
-Ag = -f in Q, 
g Ir = 6. 
Proof of the lemma. We add the two equations in (1 .I) to obtain 
-AW+u=f, 
where W = au + be); hence, with (1.9): 
-A(W + g) = -u, 
W + g lr = avA + WA + 6, 
and the result follows with the maximum principle. 1 
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\Ve now apply a variant due to Rabinowitz [14] of the Leray-Schauder fixed 
point theorem: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E be a Banach space, G: iw x E’ + E compact, @ I ~ G, 
S =: closure in R x E of{(X,u)c [w x E, solutions of CD(U) -mm 0). Suppose there 
exists M > 0 such that u = G(0, u) implies il u i/E < M. If d(@(O, .), II,\, , 0) # 0,3 
then S possesses unbounded components Cm+, C- in Iw- x E, Rm x E, respectively, 
which meets (0, zi) for some 6 E B,,, . I 
Proof of Theorem 1. We now define G: R x E + E (let us recall that 
E = C1+a(D)z) as follows: (wr , ws) = G(A, u, v) is the solution of 
-aAw, + w1 = f + u2v - hru, 
-bAw, - hrw, = -u2v, 
Wl Ir = YA 7 
(1.13) 
G is compact, by classical arguments; let us, for instance, show that G maps 
bounded sets onto relatively compact sets: in fact, by the Schauder estimates, we 
have 
II Wl !li+a G cl(llf llfrn  II uII?+= II2’ l/l+a  X !I r/II+~ ilu I/I+~  II PA Ili+d (1.14) 
(using the well-known fact that // uv //6+a < 11 u II~+~ /I v lInta) and 
II w2 l/2+01 G C2U u II:+= II u llbiol + II PA ili+a + XII r Ill+Alf lll+a  II uiii+. ii 2,hfo 
+ X II r /~I+~ i/ u III+= + II VA li;l+J. (1.15) 
The result follows from (I. 14), (1.15), and the compactness of the injection 
C2fq2) c c’+qQ. 
We now notice that the (u, V) which satisfy (u, v) == G(0, u, n) are positive; 
in fact, we then have 
-aAu+u=u%+f, 4r=~o>O, 
-bAv + vu2 = 0, v Ir = $0 3 0. 
(1.16) 
By the maximum principle, one has ZI 3 0 in 0, which implies, by the maximum 
principle again, that u > 0 in a. 
So, we get by Lemma 1, 
3 BM = {ZL E E, 1; 1~ VE ..I M); d(@(O, .), B M, 0) is the Leray-Schauder degree. 
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where C depends only on a, b, 6, f, Using the classical LB estimates of Agmon, 
Douglis, and Nirenberg [3], we therefore get (p is such that 1 - (n/p) = 0~) 
where PI , P2 are polynomials. But, with our choice of p, we have, by the 
Sobolev imbedding theorem, IFP(Q) C C1sa(D), and (1.18) and (1.19) give 
II uL+a < M/Z 
II 8lL+a < Jf/z 
(1.20) 
where the constant M depends only on a, b,6,11 f II~p,jJ~oIl~~--l~p,s)(~), I\$0 I wz-I~Q .
It remains to verify the hypothesis of Proposition 1 concerning the degree. 
Let @* (0 < 8 < 1) be the homotopy defined by ipB = I - Go, where G,(u, n) 
is the solution of 
-UAW, + w1 = u2v + Of 
-bAw, = --u2v 
2% Ir = bo 
W2lr = @ho - 
(1.21) 
By (1.20) Gs = 0 has no solution on the boundary of B, = {(u, V) E E; 
II ulll+a  II vl/,+a < JQ. so 4@0 P BA4 9 0) is well defined and by the homotopy 
invariance property of the degree, 
d(@o > B, 3 0) = d(@P, B, , 0) = d(@, , B, , 0). 
But d(@, , B, , 0) # 0 since the system 
--aAu + u = u%, 
-bAv = -u2v, 
24 Ii- = 0, 
vl,=O 
(1.22) 
has only the trivial solution (u, v) = (0,O) with a Leray-Schauder index of +I. 
The hypotheses of Proposition I are therefore satisfied and there exists an 
unbounded component V which satisfies (1.8) (by the standard regularity of 
elliptic equations). 
To show (1.7), we adapt an argument of Rabinowitz [14]. We have already 
shown that if (0, u, v) E S, then u > 0, v 3 0. By Proposition 1, there exists 
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(U, c) E B, , zZ>O,suchthat(O,~,ti)~%.LetP~ -- {~~Clt~(a);~>Oirr~I. 
Then P+ is an open subset of C’~T~(Q). 
First, let us notice that if (h, u, U) E S and u ,-.. 0,then ‘u + 0 and u E Pi (this 
follows immediately from (I. 1) and the maximum principle). Now we claim that 
there exists a neighborhood Y‘ of (0, zi, zj) such that if (A, u, U) E Y“ n S and 
(u, V) + (U, a), then u E Pf (hence G > 0). If this were not the case, there would 
exist a sequence (h, , u, , v,) E S such that (h, , u, , v,) - (0, I, V) as n - co and 
un 6 p+, which is impossible since P+ is open. So ‘G n V C W 2’ PA x P 
Suppose %‘C Rf x P+ x P’. Then there will exist 
(A, U, ~3) E V n (R+ x iiP+ x P+), 
(X, U, V) # (0, f, v), but this will imply u E P+, as we noticed above. It remains to 
prove (1.6). If (h, u(h), v(h)) E %, we have by Lemma 1, 
I! f4X)!ipca, < C,(ll yAIiL~tr) + it & lILmtrj + I), (1.23) 
II vP)ll pIR) G C,(li VA~iLyrj t II #A ilptrj + I), (1.24) 
where C, , C, are constants depending only on a, b, I/ 6 llLW 11 g 11~” . Then, using 
the Lp estimates of Agmon, Doughs, and Nirenberg, we get 
!I WI!,;, G c II 4~)llW2.n(fi) < Pl(ll 9JA lIw2-‘iP,qr) ? II $A llw2-‘19,1J,r) > A>, (1.25) 
II vO)lll+a G C I/ +Uw2,9(Ql G P2(l~ vnilW2-~ig,n,r, , ~1 v$ Ilw2-Iis,p,rJ , A)  (1.26) 
where P, , P, are polynomials whose coefficients depend only on a, 6,jj 6 ilLrn , 
IlfllL~ 3 IIrIILm . 
Then, by hypothesis (1.5) 
(1.27) 
where q1 , q2 are positive functions of h, increasing to infinity as h--f + a. 
Equation (1.6) follows readily from these estimates. c 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 is still valid if we replace --d by any second-order 
linear elliptic operator satisfying the maximum principle and u2v by F(u, v), 
where F is a Ca(R2) function such that F(u, v) > 0, Vu, Vv >, 0 and vF(u, v) >, 0 
for all U, v. 
Remark 3. Th e proof of Theorem 1 shows in fact that every solution of (1 . 1 ), 
(I .2) which belongs to the component of a solution (0, u, v) is positive. 
To conclude this section, we prove the following uniqueness results for 
solutions of (1.1) (I .2). 
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PROPOSITION 2. Assume r E 1. Let 
Let C be the Poincart! constant of a.4 Then, there exists one and only one positive 
solution (h, u(X), v(h)) of (l.l), (1.2) which satisfies 
A 3 CKA2/4a. (1.29) 
Proof. Let (A 4% v,(h)), (A~~(4, v,(h)) b e t wo positive solutions and set 
u = u1 - u2 ) v = VI - v2 . 
It follows easily from (1 .l), (1.2): 
--d(aU + bV) + U = 0, 
-b AV - XU + u12v1 - u22v2 = 0, 




Multiplying (1.30) by aU + bV and (1.31) by V and integrating on Q, we 
obtain 
I V(aU + bV)12 + a I U I2 + b j UV dx = 0, (1.33) 
R 
b\VVI’-hJkdUVdx+ jav,UV(u,+u2)+ j/z2V2dx=0 (1.34) 
(here I * 1 denotes the norm inL2(S2)). It follows easily from (1.33), (1.34): 
b I VV I2 + G I V(aU + bV)12 + $ I U I2 + jQ u,~V~ + jD v,UV(u, + u2) dx 
= 0. (1.35) 
By Lemma 1, II vl(ul + u2)IlLm < KA and 
by the Poincart inequality. 
* l/C is the first eigenvalue of -A with null boundary condition. 
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Now, choose E = 2bICK,; then K,/~E < ha/b if h -,: CK,,2/4a. Then a[,. + b I’ 7 0; 
hence, by (1.30), U = 0 and by (1.34) I’ = 0. 1 
Remark 4. If q+ , #A do not depend on h, Proposition 2 implies that the 
positive solution of (1 .I), (1.2) is unique for h large enough. 
The following proposition generalizes a result of Auchmuty and Nicolis [2] (by 
a quite different method). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose I+$, = 0 and let the mappings X ‘--) v,, , Xc-f +A be 
Frkhet differentiable from Iw to C2+a(lJ. Then there exists h, > 0 such that the 
positive solutions of (1 .I ), (1.2) are unique in C2+$Q) $0 < h < A0 . 
Proof. We define a mapping [F: C2+a(o)2 x R+ it Ca(Q)2 x c”+“(IJz as 
F(u v, l ) = (-a Au + (ET + 1) u - u2z1 - f, 
-b Av - EYU + u2v, u jr - Vr, v Ir - &). 
[F is clearly FrCchet differentiable. Moreover, the equation IF(u, V, 0) = 0 reduces 
to the system 
-aAu + u - u2v = f, 
-bAv + u2v = 0, 
UIP=%, 
(1.37) 
which possesses the unique solution (c, 0). Setting U = (u, v,) the FrCchet 
derivative [F&U, 0,O) is easily seen to be 
(u, v) + (-a Au + u - vti2, -b Av + vu’L, u jr, v jr). 
Now, given h, g E CE(@, y, /3 E C2+@(r), the system 
-aAu+u-vS=h, 
-bAv+vU2 =g, 
u Ir = Y9 
v lr = P 
possesses trivially a unique solution (u, v) E C2+u(!?), and it follows via the 
Schauder estimates that 
II u l!2+a + II v l12+rr < C(ll h lla + 1~ g;I0 + il YllB+a  II BIl;+J. 
So [F&c, 0,O) is invertible and by the implicit function theorem, iF(u, v, 6) = 0 
has a unique solution (U(E), W(E), c) in a neighborhood of (zi, 0,O). 
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Now suppose there exist asequence l IZ + 0 and u(E,), w(E,) E Cz+$& positive 
functions, such that (u(E& B(E,J, l,) is a solution of (l.l), (1.2); then, using 
Lemma 1 and the technique of the proof of Theorem 1, we get 11 u(E&+~, 
// w(E~)~\~+~ < C, C independent of E, . So (after extracting a subsequence) we 
may suppose that u(~,J + u, ~(6%) ---f ZI in C1+~(D), u, z, being the solution of 
(1.37). So u = zi, v = 0, and the proposition follows from the uniqueness near 
(@ 0, 0). 
2. A PARTICULAR CASE: n = 1; f = CONSTANT. 
BIFURCATION, NONLINEAR STABILITY 
We shall now investigate a case which is important with respect o the chemical 
meaning of the model. 
Let us consider the problem 
--au” + (A + 1) u - u% = f (f a positive constant), 
-bv” - Au + 24% = 0, inQ =]O, l[, (2-l) 
u(0) = u(1) =f, 
v(0) = V(1) = h/J 
(2.2) 
This is the limiting case of Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) when c -+ + co (cf. footnote 1; 
infinite diffusion of the constituent f in the reaction). Its chemical interest is 
examined, for instance, in [12]. 
The components we found in Theorem 1 are now just u0 = f, a, = hlf We 
intend to study the possible bifurcated solutions from these components and 
their stability. We intensively use the method and results of Iooss [7]. Let 
@ = u0 + u, V = Q + v; u and v are just solutions of 
h --au”+(l -A)u-ff2v-24%--u 
f 
2 - 2fuv = 0, 
-bv” + Au +f% +u2v +‘u2 +2fuv =o, 
f 
u(0) = u(1) = 0, 




For convenience, we use the notation of Iooss [7]. Let B = [H2(Q) n H,1(sZ)12, 
K = [H01(Q)]2, H = L2(Q)2.5 Let U = (u, w) E 9. We define the operators LA , 
MA as 
L,U=( 
---au” + (1 - /\) u - f”v 
-bv” + Au + f 2v ) =LmU +Lh,u + f=(,,U, 
6 ffo’(Q) = {u E H’(Q), 24IT = 0). 
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where 
MA(U) = ( -24% - (X/f) 22 - 2fUV u% + (X/f) 22 + 2fUC 1 . 
With these definitions (2.3) (2.4) become 
L,U + Ilq U) = 0, 
U(0) = U(1) = 0. 
(2.5) 
We denote (., .) the scalar product in L2(Q2 (or in L2(.Q), no ambiguity being 
possible), and 1 . 1 the corresponding norm. 
2.2. We must now verify that L, , MA satisfy the abstract hypothesis of 
[7]. This is carried out in Lemmas 2 and 3 below (where these assumptions are 
recalled). 
LEMMA 2. For all A E R+, 
(i) L, is a closed linear operator with domain 9 in H. 
(ii) L, is m-sectorial with vertex - yA and half-angle n/4. 
(iii) The resolvent set of L, is compact (the spectrum of L, is therefore discrete 
and only composed of eigenvalues having Jinite multiplicity). 
(iv) L, is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigrollp e-LAt which 
satisJies 
C 
11 e-LAt k?(K,D) < t1/2 ? t E]O, T[, c > 0. (2.6) 
(v) (L,} is a holomorphic family of type (A).6 
Proof. (i) L, is closed, being the sum of a closed operator in H, (Lc,,) and of a 
bounded operator in H, (Lc,, + XLc,,). 
(ii) One has 
(LAU, U) 
Re(L,U, U) > a 1 u’ I2 + (1 - h) 1 u 1% 
-f” I u I I v I - h I u I I v I + b I v’ I2 + f” Id I2 
6 For the definition of these notions, cf. [9] or [7]. 
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and 
1 Im(L,U, U)l = 1 Im (h jO’ uudx - fz lo1 iiv dx I) 





2 @ +f”) I u I I v I > I Im(hV u)l, 
I Im(bU, VI < Re(bU, U) + (2X +f”)(l u I2 + I v 1”) 
= Re((L, + (2X + f2)I) U, u), 
which shows that the numerical range of L, is included in a complex sector of 
vertex -Y,, = -(2h + f”) and semiangle p/4. 
Let us now show that L, is quasi-m-accretive; the first part of the proof has 
just shown that LA is quasi-accretive. It remains to prove that there exists (Y such 
that 
(LA + (a + 0-l E -qW,’ (2.7) 
and 
WA + (a + W-’ ILHH) < l/Re 5, Re l> 0. 
To do this, let us consider the system 
-au” + (1 - A) u + (cz + 5) u -f2v = h (a > O), 
--bv” + Au + (cd + 5) v +f”v = g, 
(2.8) 
u(0) = u(1) = 0, 
v(0) = v(1) = 0. 
(2.9) 
One deduces immediately from (2.8), (2.9) 





hudx + ‘gadx, 
0 s 0 
(2.10) 
’ Space of bounded linear operators in H. 
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from which it follows, taking the real part of (2.10), if Re < >- 0, that 
(a + I - A) I u 1” J- Re 4 1 u (a + (01 +,.f’) 1 z’ (2 + Re 5 ! u !” 
<; i h : ( Ui~ig,i~l+(hff’);Uliv:. (2.1 I) 
Then, if OL is large enough, 
which shows that (L, + (a + [)I)-’ is a bounded operator in H. 
Now, let I/E H and U such that (L, + (a + <)l)U = I/. Then, 
which gives Re 4 1 I! I2 + ((LA + CYI)U, U) < ) I’ ) i U / and j U j < 1 V I/Re [, 
and (2.7) is proved. 
(iii) The resolvent set of L, is compact. 
L(1) + AL,,, is bounded from H into H; one has L$: H-t 9 C H, the 
imbedding being compact. It follows that (Lt,, + /\L,,,)L;t is compact in H (as 
a product of a compact operator and a bounded operator). 
Let us choose d real such that 01 > yA . One can write 
One remarks that -1 is not an eigenvalue of (Lc,, + AL(,) + aI)L;: (in fact, 
Leo) + Lcl) + XL(,)) LG~ f cu1 is injective, L, being sectorial with vertex -m). 
We now use the fact that, if - 1 is not an eigenvalue of a compact operator A, 
then (I + A))l is bounded (since -I does not belong to the resolvent set of A). 
Therefore, [1+ (L~,J + tie,) Lkt + oiL$]-l is bounded. So (L, + d-l is 
compact (product of a compact operator and a bounded operator), and the 
resolvent of L, is compact. 
(iv) The proof above shows that -L, is the infinitesimal generator of 
a holomorphic semigroup e- Qt, for / Arg t 1 < 7r/4, which satisfies 
i e--L~t 11~~~) < ~-./AR” (cf. [7, p. IV, 131). 
Let us show the stronger estimation (2.6). 
Following Brezis [4], a sufficient condition for (2.6) to be true is that there 
exist M > 0 and 6, > 0 such that 
;I(1 + EL&~ IIs(K,B) < MP2 v1E E IO, 6”[. (2.13) 
It is easily seen that 
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and, by a perturbation lemma [7, Lemma 1, p. 1X.31, there will exist M > 0 and 
6, > 0 such that (2.13) holds if one proves the estimate 
lW1) + 42WIlK < C(ll UIIH + l/~(cl,~ IIH) VUE9. (2.14) 
In our case, this can be written 
li(l - E> u -f”v 11;; + llf”~ + G?J II&l 
< C(l U I2 + I v I2 + a2 1 v” I2 + b2 / v” 12), 
(2.15) 
and (2.15) is easily obtained, by using the well-known inequality IU’ I2 < / u j j U” I 
(v) The domain 9 of the family of operators {L,} is independent of A, and 
for all UE~, and hEc=, 
x-t 
i 
--au” + (1 - A) 24. - f”U 
-bv” + Au + f”v 1 
is holomorphic in C. 1 
LEMMA 3. 
(i) M,,: 9 --f K is analytic, 
69 II MAV-~IIK < C II u Ilf VII U II9 G So , 
(iii) MA maps bounded subsets of 9 onto bounded subsets of K. 
Proof. (i) MA is analytic in the following sense: MA is a C” mapping from 9 
to K and for all U E 9 there exists one open ball B, with center U such that 
M,(U + W) = M,(U) + f NY’(U) [Wcn’], 
Vkl 
where Nin) is an n-linear mapping from $9 to K, the series being uniformly 
convergent in K for WE B, . In our particular case, we simply have 
where 
MA( u + W) = MA(U) + i Ap( U) [W’“‘], 
?I=1 
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(ii) The estimation is obtained by using the imbedding H,,‘(Q) CL*(Q) 
and the Sobolev inequality; C depends on 6, . 
As we do not assume 6, to be small, this proves (iii), also. I 
We later use the expansion 
M,(U) = c (A - A,)” M?‘[ U’“‘]. 
P>P WP>2 
In our case, we obtain 
n/r,(U) = &I$[ U”‘] + ivf$‘[ rY3’] + (A - &‘) M1”‘[ U(2)], 
where 
2.3. Existence of a (Stationary) Bifurcated Solution from the Branch (f, X/f) 
Let h, be such that the spectrum ofLAo crosses the imaginary axis by the simple 
eigenvalue 0, the remaining part of the spectrum lying in the half-space Re z > 0. 
Such a situation does exist when the diffusion coefficients a, b and the concentra- 
tionf are suitably chosen (cf. Appendix, Lemma Al). We refer to the Appendix 
for the precise definitions ofh, = h(k,), k, , U(O), W’(O) in what follows. 
We distinguish two cases according to the parity of k, . 
THEOREM 2. If k, is odd, there exists in ~9 a solution U(X) = (u(X), v(h)) + 
(0,O) of (2.5), which is defined and analytic in X in a neighborhood of A, . 




= --(’ - “) 8(2)‘12 (f” - bk,2G) ( 
bk,W - + 1 j1’2 
(ak,29 +- I)2 
+ o(h - A,). 
If k, is even, we must suppose that * 
(4 0103 = (&p( U’O’, U(O), U’O’) + 2&23U’O’, sMp(u’o’, U’O’)], 
F(O)), # 0, where S = limE,,(tl - L,o)-l(1- P(Q) and P&)U = (U, WO))?P. 
8 The explicit computation of ~xOzI is tedious; a similar hypothesis seems to be made in [2]. 
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THEOREM 3. We suppose that k, is even and that (A) holds. Then there exists 
in 9 a solution U(X) = (u(h), v(h)) + (0,O) of (2.5), dejned and analytic in 
/ h - A, Iliz in a right (resp. left) neighborhood of A, if a03 is negative (resp. positive). 
The bifurcation is therefore one-sided and there exist two branches U+(A), U-(A) 
such that9 
(U+(h), W’“‘)H = (b/2c,c,)1’2 k,rr 1 (A - ho)/aos 11’2 + f ara+ 1 h - A, lni2, (2.16) 
IL=2 
(U-(h), W’“‘)H = -(b/2c,c2)1’2 k,r 1 (A - h,)/aos 11’2 + f a,- 1 h - A, ln’2. (2.17) 
n=2 
Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. We apply the result of Iooss [7, Chap. 8, esp. 
Theorem VIII.5 and the particular case of p. VIII.19]. 
For X near h, we know that there exists a simple eigenvalue t(X) of L, , given 
by 5(h) = (A - 4,)P + 0th - hoj2, where t(l) = (E(l)U(0), W(O)), (E(l) denotes 
the coefficient of (h - /\o) in the development of L, in a neighborhood of ho). In 
our case: E(l)(z) == (-E), so, 
((1) = _ ‘g s’ sin2 kcnx dx z - ‘E . 
0 
Let us calculate tio2 = (Mg)(U(O), U(O)), W(O)), . One has 
k@‘( U(O), 
2f 2(ak,2a2 + 1) - AobkC2n2 sin2 k xx 
c12bfkC2rz c 
2f2(akC2r2 + 1) - Xobk,2~2 sin2 k ox 
c12bfkC2r2 c 
and 
a 02 = 
2f (ak,2~z + 1) - Xobkc2n2 
f C12C2 s 
’ sin3 k IITx dx 
c 
0 
So, since A, = (akC29 + l)(l + (f2/bkC2?r?)), 
+I2 = @h2f12 + 1) (f 2 - bk,2,rr2)/fc12c2) Jo1 sin3 k,rx dx, 
with 
1 
C12% = 2(2)1/2 
f 2kC2a2(b - ‘) + b2k,4.rr4 - f 2) (b2k2.rr2 + (ak,2r2 + 1)2)1/2. 
b2k * 0 * 
so, 
a02 - 0 if k, is even, 
4(akc2n2 + 
0102 
1) (f 2 - bk,%r2) 
= 3krfc12c2 
if k, is odd. 
0 See the Appendix for the definition of cl, cz . 
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In the case where k, is odd, we therefore have 01 02 # 0 (except for the exceptional 
values of a, b,f which cancel .f2 - bkc2 2 n ); by Iooss [7], there is a bilateral 
bifurcation such that 
(U(A), W(O)), = ((A - X,)~oi,,) 5(‘) t 2 a,@ - Ao)n. 
n=2 
In the case where k, is even, we must assume that (A) holds (in fact one easily 
finds that (&rF)(U(O), U(O), U(O)), = (3/8)012p(/3* - a*)l” and that 
but the explicit computation of SilZ~2’( U co), U(O)) cannot be carried out). 
So, we have ao2 = 0, 01~s # 0, and, by [7], there is a one-sided bifurcation 
with two branches U+(h), U-(h) such that 
(U+(X), W(“))ff = 1(X - Ao) f(l)/ao3 II/Z + 2 a,+ [ A - A, lni2, 
n=2 
(U-(X), w’o’)H = - I(/\ - A,) .p/ao3 11’2 + i a,- j h - A, IhIS, 
n=2 
and (2.16), (2.17) hold. 1 
2.4. Nonlinear Stability of the (Stationary) Bifurcated Solutions 
Let U = (u, n) be a stationary solution of (2.18), where 
@J/4 + L,U + J&(U) = 0, UE CO(O, co; 9) n Cl(0, 03; H), (2.18) 
U(0) = u, . (2.19) 
U is said to be stable if, given a neighborhood @r of U in 9, there exists a 
neighborhood a2 of U such that for each U, E e2 , there exists e(t), solution of 
(2.18), (2.19), such that e(t) E ‘JYr ,Vt E [0, co[. 
Remark. By the results of [7, Chap. VII] and the hypothesis verified in 
Lemmas 2 and 3, one obtains the existence of a solution of (2.18), (2.19) depending 
analytically on U, . 
Moreover, for h < X0, the null solution (i.e. the branch (f, h/f)) is 
(exponentially) stable, but unstable if h > X0. By applying Theorem 2 of 
[7, Chap. IX], Theorem 4 follows: 
THEOREM 4. (i) If k, is odd, there is “exchange of stabilities,” i.e., U(A) is 
stable for h > & , unstable for A < A, . 
(ii) If k, is even and if (A) holds, the bifurcated branches are stable if ao3 < 0, 
unstable ij 01~~ > 0. 
lo % A a*, p* are defined in the Appendix. 
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2.5. Existence of a Time Periodic Bifurcated Solution from the Branch (f, A/f) 
Let h, be such that the spectrum of L,,, crosses the imaginary axis by the two 
purely imaginary, simple eigenvalues iw, , -iiwO , the remaining part of the 
spectrum lying in the half-space Re z > 0. Such a situation does occur when 
a, b, f satisfy appropriate conditions (cf. Appendix, Lemma A2 and Remark A2). 
Again we refer to the Appendix for the notation. Recall that here h, = 
1 +f2+(a+b)G. 
We consider the solutions of 
(dU/dt) + L,U + M,(U) = 0, UE cy-CO, CO); 9) f-7 P(--co, CO; If). 
(2.20) 
We have the following definition [7]: 
DEFINITION 1. (A,, To), To > 0, is a “bifurcation point of a cycle” if 
Vc > 0,36,>OsuchthatVS~]O,S,],3;\~IWandT,~R+suchthat /h-Ah,1 <E 
and 1 T, - T, 1 < E and such that there exists a periodic solution U, of (2.20), 
with period T,, , satisfying I/U,,(O)ii~ = 6. 
We must assume in the following that 
(B) Re y # 0,11 
where 
y = (4M'2'[U'O' 
0 > 
p$p)(U(O) -Co) 
hl 0 , u )I, w("))H 
+ (2M(2)[07(o), (LA0 - 2&,)-l M’2)(U(o), U(O))], W(O)), 
+ 3(ivp(U’O’, u(o), CP’), W(O)), . 
THEOREM 5. Suppose (B) holds. Then, there is a bifurcation from the point 
(ho ,2774) toward a T-periodic solution of (2.20)?” 
If Re y < 0, the bifurcation occurs in a right neighborhood of ho , and if 
Re y > 0, it occurs in a left neighborhood of A,. 
The bifurcated solution tl ---f g(t) is determined up to a translation on f = (T/2?r)t. 
4 is analytic in CO@; g) n C1(R; H) with respect to E = 1 h - A, 11j2; its period 
is analytic with respect to h - A,. 
One has: 
T = 2z-wo -l [ 1 - (X - 4)) @-& - z Z)] + 0 - 4X (2.21) 
$2(S) = @(t, c) = c Awqt), (2.22) 
%>I 
l1 See proof of Theorem 5 below. 
12 A, = f” + 1 + (a +- b)??, w0 = (f2(l + (a - b)+ - b%~~)~/~. See Appendix. 
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where 
3&W(t) = a, e it U’O’ $. a,, eLt U(O), 
1 a, i = (- 1 /Re y)1:2 and < -~: (/\ - /\o)li2, if Re y < 0, 
/ a, 1 1 (1/Rey)l12 and E = (A0 - h)l/“, if Re y > 0, 
“O’ = i (2f2 + 1 :::(a _ b))1/2 
-21.‘2(f2 + bn” + iwo) 
sin rs, f(2f” 1~ 1 
. 
+ 772(a - b))1/2 ?+ln 7rx 1) 
(2.23) 
%(2)(t) = 2 / a, j2L;iMt)(U(o), ITo’) 
2- a2e-2it(Ln, - 2i~,)-~ &Q’( U(O), U(O)) 
-I- a02e2it(Lh0 + 2i~,)-~ IMQ)( Q(O), GQO)). (2.24) 
Heye, M,$Q( U(O), U(O)) = (-A sin2 Z-X, A sin2 TX), where 
A = 2(X,f - f 2 - h-r2 - z’wo) 
2f2 + 1 + n2(a - 6) 
and M~‘(t?J), I??(O)) = i14~‘(tY”‘, u(O)) = (--Asin TX, Asin TX), 
Proof. We apply the results of Iooss [7, Chap. X, esp. Theorem 2, p. X18]. 
The abstract properties of operators L, , MA were verified in Lemmas 2 and 3. 
The conditions on the spectrum a(L,) and o(L,,J are investigated in the 
Appendix (Lemma A2). 
For h in some neighborhood of ho , we then know that there exist two simple 
eigenvalues [r(h), 5,(x) near &iwo and analytic in (h - ho), say 
&(A) = iw, + (A - A,) 5’1’ + o(A - h,)2. 
The next hypothesis we have to verify is Re l(l) # 0. But 
p’ = (,yl,U’O’, W(O)), , 
where L, = Cnbo(h - ,io)nL(n) and U(O), IV(O) are the normalized eigenvectors 
calculated in the Appendix. 
We easily found that c(r) = -4 - (ibn2/2wo) and Re t(l) # O! We must now 
assume (B) to be satisfied (this hypothesis is used in [7] to apply the implicit 
function theorem, in order to solve the bifurcation equation). 
(The complete explicit computation of y is very intricate, but it is easily seen 
that 
3(M$‘( u(o), u(O), D(O)), w(o))H 
= 9 ,u2f2 (2ba2 +f” + i b.rr2(f2 +;;‘) - wo2 ) , 
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where 
@ =f2(2f2 + 1: 7?(a - b)) 
and w. = (f2 +f%+ - b) - h-4)1/2. 
&Ii2)( U(O), U(O)), Mc)( O(O), D(O)), M~2)( U(O), D(O)) are also easy to compute.) 
Now, Theorem 5 follows from [7, Theorem 2, p. X.181. 
2.6. Nonlinear Stability of the (Periodic) Bifurcated Solution 
We now rely on the paper [8] by I ooss. We know, as in Section 4, that in a 
left neighborhood of ho , the trivial solution U = (0,O) (i.e. the branch (f, h/f)) 
is exponentially stable, and unstable in a right neighborhood of ho . Applying 
the stability results of [8] we get the following: 
THEOREM 6. (i) If Re y > 0, the bifurcated solution is unstable (in the 
Liapounov sense). 
(ii) If Re y < 0, 3p > 0 and a right neighborhood V+()b) such that ;f 
h E ‘%‘-(A,) and if one can find a So E [0, T] such that the initial condition U, 
satis$es (( U, - %‘(a,, l )I19 < ~3, E = (A - ho)1/2, then there exists 6, E [0, T] 
such that // U(t) - @(t + 6, , l )!]a + 0 exponentiaZZy as t + 00, U(t) being the 
solution of (2.20) satisfying U(0) = U, . 
APPENDIX: SPECTRUM OF L, 
1. The explicit computation is easy but tedious. We give only the results. We 
want to solve 
--au” + (1 - X) 11 - f”v = [u, u(0) = u(1) = 0 
-bv” + Au + f”v = .$v, v(0) = v(1) = 0. 
(AlI 
The cancellation of the characteristic determinant of the system leads to the 
equation 
abs4 + sz(at - uf 2 + bh + b[ - b) + A[ + 5” - tf 2 - 5 + f 2 = 0, W) 
the solutions of which are si , ss , ss , s4 . If one writes that the eigenvectors 
associated with 5, u(x) = &r oli es@, v(x) = &=, pi es@, satisfy (Al), 
one must cancel an 8 x 8 determinant D to ensure the existence of a nontrivial 
8-tuple (011, a2 , a3 , a4 , A , P2 , P3 , P44>. 
Finally, one obtains the following equations in t: 
$ + (X-f 2 - 1 - (a + b)k24) + abk4r4 + af Wd - b/VA? + bk2G + f 2 =0, 
KEN*. 643) 
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So the spectrum of L, is composed of the eigenvalues 
5,” == (-A +f” + I + (u + b)k%~ 1. flq/2, (1-14) 
t2’i ::: (-A +f” +- 1 f (a + 6)&Y ~ dv+)/2, k 1, 2,..., (A5) 
if A = [A -f” - 1 - (~2 - b)k2s?12 - 4f’(l + (a - b)k2G) > 0, and E”, 4” 
where 
EL = (-A +f” + 1 + (a + b)k2r2 + i(-A)1/2)/2, k = 1, 2,..., W) 
if A < 0. 
2. We now investigate the cases where the spectrum ofL, crosses the imaginary 
axis by the only simple eigenvalue, 0, the remaining part of the spectrum lying in 
the half-space Re x > 0. 
FIGURE 1 
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A necessary condition for this to be true is that the product P of the roots of 
(A3) is zero; i.e., h = X(k), where 
A(k) = ak22 + 1 + (a/b)f2 +f2/bk 2~2 = (ak27i2 + l)(l + f2/bk2n2). (A7) 
The function X(X) possesses an absolute minimum (1 + (~/b)r/2f)~ attained 
for x = (l/~)(f/(ub)‘/“)~/~, (seeFig. 1). Th e minimum of X(x) on N * is, in general, 
attained for one and only one integer k, , which is either [(l/~)(f/(ub)~/~)~/~]~~ or 
1 + [( I!rr)(f/(~b)~/~)]l/~; it is attained for k’and k”(the two integers just mentioned) 
in the exceptional case where (f2/ubrr4) = k’2k”2. This case is excluded since the 
multiplicity of 0 is then 2. 
Now suppose 
--h(k,) +f” + 1 + (a + b)rr2 > 0. W) 
This implies that the sum S = f2 + 1 + (u + b)k2.rr2 - X of the roots of 
Eq. (A3) is positive for all h < h(k,). 
In particular, the imaginary eigenvalues of L, have strictly positive real parts 
for X < h(k,). 
Let us now examine the product P(h, k) of the roots of (A3), P(h, k) = 
ubdk4 + uf 2k2n2 + f 2 - bhk2a2. 
We have, by our choice of h(k,), InfkEcerm* P(h(k,), k) = 0, the minimum being 
realized only by the integer k, . Since InficoN* P(h, k) > Infk,N* P(A(k,), k) for 
0 < X < A(k,), we have therefore proved the 
LEMMA Al. Suppose (All) is verijied. 
Then, the spectrum of L, lies trictly in the half-space Re x > 0 for 0 < X < X(k,). 
The spectrum of Lnclc,) lies trictly in Re z > 0, except for the eigenvulue 0. 
This eigenvulue is simple if 
-& # K’w2 (-49) 
Inf Re o(L,J becomes negative us h crosses h(k,). 
Remark Al. In the chemical hypothesis, one has a, b N 10p3, f N 14 (cf. 
[5, 14). So, since h(k,) ‘v (1 + (u/b)l12f)2, (A8) holds if b > a and does not 
hold if b < a. 1 
The computation of the associated eigenvectors, U(O) = (a sin kc+ /3 sin k,nx) 
(resp. l+‘(O) = (a* sin kCz-x, ,G* sin k,rx)) of L,(Q (resp. L&J such that 
]I U(O) !IH = 1, (U(O), W(O)), = 1, is straightforward. 
I3 [x] = Greatest integer less than or equal to x. 
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1 akc2?T2 + 1 
a -~~ -- , 
Cl 








c, = & (f 2 + bkC2.rr2 - 
f2(ak,%r2 + 1) 
1 bk2r2 1. 
3. We now investigate he case where the spectrum ofL, crosses the imaginary 
axis by two simple complex conjugate eigenvalues, the remaining part of the 
spectrum lying in the half-space Re x > 0. 
In fact, we prove that this will be the case for /I = h, = f 2 + 1 + (a + b)?;” 
(under suitable requirements on a, b, f). Let us denote by d(h, k) the discrimi- 
nant of Eq. (A3). It is easily seen that d()b , 1) < 0 if and only if 
b%r4 < f “(1 + (a - b)+). GW 
Now, S(/\, k) = (Q + b) 7;L(k2 - 1) > 0 if k > 2 and P(;\, k) = abkW - 
k2d(af2 - bf 2 - b$(a + b)) + f 2. A sufficient condition for P(/\,,  k) to be 
> 0 for all k > 1 is that 
[(a - b) f 2 - bG(u + b)12 - 4f “ab -C 0. (A13) 
Another sufficient condition is 
a>b and v?f 2(u - b) + f 2 > b2r4. (Al 4) 
Now our choice of h, clearly implies that S(X, k) > 0 for 0 < X < /\e and 
k = 1, 2,... Furthermore P(& k) > 0 for 0 < I\ < h, , k = 1, 2 ,..., since 
Infk,bd* P(A, k) > InfksNr P(&, , k) > 0 by (A.13) or (A14). We have therefore 
proved: 
LEMMA A2. Suppose (Al2), (A13) OY (A12), (A14) are werz$ied. Then the 
spectrum ofL, lies in the half-space Re z > 0 for 0 < A < /\o = f 2 + 1 + (a + b)+. 
The spectrum of LA0 lies in Re z > 0 except the eigenvalues +iw, where w0 : 
(f2(l + (u - b)r2) - b2r4)l12. These eigenvalues are simple. Inf Re u(L,) becomes 
negative as A crosses A, . 
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Remark A2. 
For the chemical values of the parameters a, b, f (cf. Remark Al), (A12) 
holds if a 3 b; (A13) if a = b; (A14) if a > b. 1 
We now compute the eigenvectors U(O), W(O) such that 
LA,iYo) = iw,U(O), 11 U’O’ ll,rf = 1, 
L* W(O) = -iwow(o’ 
&I (U(O), bvyH = 1. 
We find 
U(O) = (a sin Z-X, /3 sin TX) 
where a: = pf 2, /3 = -p(f2 + W + iwo), p = 2l/“/f (2f 2 + 1 + $(a - b))1/2, 
W(O) = (a* sin TX, /?* sin TX), 
where CL* = p*(b~? + f2 + iw,,), /3* = p*fz, p,+ = -i/pf”w,, . 
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